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During the last few years rapid steps have been taken towards drilling for oil in the western Mediterranean sea.
Since most of the countries in the region benefit mainly from tourism and considering that the Mediterranean is
a closed sea only replenishing its water once every ninety years careful measures are being taken to ensure safe
drilling. In that concept this research work attempts to derive a three dimensional model of the seismically active
parts of the underlying underground faults in areas of petroleum interest. For that purpose seismic spatio-temporal
clustering has been applied to seismic data to identify potential distinct seismic regions in the area of interest.
Results have been coalesced with two dimensional maps of underground faults from past surveys and seismic
epicentres, having followed careful reallocation processing, have been used to provide information regarding the
vertical extent of multiple underground faults in the region of interest. The end product is a three dimensional map
of the possible underground location and extent of the seismically active parts of underground faults.
Indexing terms: underground faults modelling, seismic data mining, 3D visualisation, active seismic source
mapping, seismic hazard evaluation, dangerous phenomena modelling
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